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A treasured read. I learned, laughed, and cried. I will pass on this remarkable resource. - Dawn Eger Rizzo, Thyroid Cancer Survivor
Unflappable, witty, honest, and inspirational describe Lorna’s exploration of her journey. As a survivor of kidney cancer, I was awed,
captivated, and encouraged by the positive nature of Lorna’s personal philosophy. - Marsha E. Bergquist, Cancer Survivor Having suffered
much loss from this disease, Lorna's narrative about dealing with thyroid cancer is not only filled with useful and practical information, but was
cathartic for my own repressed emotions. I laughed, I cried, and I healed. - Ellie Osborne Lorna has the innate gift of bringing light, laughter,
and hope while sharing her journey with readers. I was pulled in by her honesty and even laughed out loud at times. - Linda Joy, Publisher
Main Entry: dirty bomb-shell Function: noun Date: 2005 : a former bombshell beauty fighting thyroid cancer in the Nuclear Medicine
Department of a hospital about to ingest a purple radioactive radiation pill that will make her a contagious toxic human dirty bomb. Dirty
Bombshell is the poignant and brave story of a 33 year old girl who is fighting her way back to wellness. Her triumphant story sheds light on a
cancer most Americans are in the dark about. This story of faith, forgiveness, strength, hope, courage, tolerance, and self-discovery will
change the way you tackle hardship, leaving you with the power to survive and thrive. Dirty Bombshell will help you find your way back to
FABULOUS! As an actor, singer, writer, producer, and teacher, Lorna J. Brunelle has always had a passion for the arts. A tireless volunteer,
with an indelible commitment to bring positive change, she is dedicated to a range of causes. Lorna lives with her husband Roger in
Massachusetts.
Connie Burns knew one thing for sure: she never wanted kids. After 15 years of marriage, though, lots of things have changed. Her best
friend moved out of state, remarried and is having a new baby. Connie is also dealing with the realities of life with lupus. All the changes
make her rethink having a baby, but her husband and her doctor are against it. Both encourage her to test the waters by being a foster parent
first to see how it goes, since stress is the worst thing for her lupus. Not only is Connie a typical "type A" personality, but she has a highpowered career, a bedroom-sized closet full of shoes, a penchant for perfection and a compact sports car. Though she's not exactly primed
for motherhood, she agrees they should foster to bolster her chances of becoming a mother. When four-year-old Desi is placed with them,
Connie's life turns upside down and her heart is quickly lost. But parenting isn't for sissies and this little girl comes with more baggage than
most. Desi's mother is in hospice dying of cancer. Not only does Connie face traumas like hosting a birthday party for a 5-year-old, she also
has to learn on the fly how to help Desi deal with a new school, a new family and the devastating death of her mother. As they take Baby
Steps toward building a life together, Connie has to learn that life is messy, shoes aren't mission critical, and an imperfect life can be full of
perfectly wonderful surprises.
This book tells true and poignant stories from both sides of the physician-patient/parent relationship and provides a unique glimpse into how
parents and physicians think, feel, and interact. The stories are grouped under four sections: Hope, Compassion, Communication, and Trust.
Each section includes stories contributed by parents from all across the United States and by pediatricians practicing at many of the best
children's hospitals throughout the country. The parents tell of interactions with physicians that had a significant impact on them and their
child and offer context and insight that promote empathy and reflection. The physicians tell of interactions with patients and families that
served as learning moments in their career and promote the humanization of medicine and show there is more to a physician beyond their
scientific knowledge and white coat. The stories are edited by Barry P. Markovitz - a pediatrician specializing in critical care medicine who has
been in practice for more than 20 years and by Ann F. Schrooten - the parent of a child born with a chronic complex condition who has more
than 15 years of experience interacting with pediatric subspecialists and other healthcare professionals who cared for her son. The editors
have written commentaries to the stories to provide an independent perspective on the events and messages conveyed and to encourage
reflection, inquiry, and discussion. In addition to being a valuable resource for pediatricians, pediatric subspecialists, nurses and other
healthcare professionals, the book will also appeal to families of children living with complex medical conditions because it shares physician
encounters and behaviors many have experienced in the care of their own children. By giving a voice to both parents and physicians, the goal
is to create a bridge to better understanding that can improve communication, minimize conflicts, and foster trust and compassion among
physicians, patients, and families. .
Photography Careers offers students an indispensable guide to beginning their professional journeys as photographers. This book presents
the variety of career options available to those entering the competitive and comprehensive world of photography. With the insight and advice
from industry mavens and the author himself, Photography Careers will help you change the way you evaluate your strengths as an artist and
find your place in the photography community. Features include: Interviews with successful young professional photographer in a wide range
of photographic specialties, from fashion photography to cinematography, and other industry related fields such as retouching, fine art sales,
and photo editing Tips for how to find unique approaches in a saturated market Best practices for student looking at graduate programs, a
budding career, and as a personal business
FROM THE BACK COVER OF THE PAPERBACK EDITION: Yoga opens the doorway between our outer and inner reality, leading us to
Oneness and Joy in all aspects of life. Our nervous system is the doorway... Advanced Yoga Practices (AYP), Volume 2 refines and
enhances the core practices presented in the first volume, and provides plain English instructions for new practices designed to cultivate
middle and end stage development on the path of human spiritual transformation. Additional practices include advanced applications of
samyama, diet, shatkarmas, amaroli, non-dual self-inquiry, bhakti and karma yoga, and a variety of approaches for building and managing a
progressive and stable practice routine. Volume 2 does not stand alone, relying on the first volume as a foundation, and building on it. There
are nearly 200 additional lessons here for assisting the serious practitioner to realize a life filled with abiding inner silence, ecstatic bliss,
outpouring divine love, and unity. What readers are saying as they make use of the AYP lessons: "It's almost a science. You do the practices
and progress as predicted." - MA "As a physician, it is moving to see the effects on medical conditions." - KC "I will be adding AYP to my
class offerings to cover the whole of yoga." - MR "Far above and beyond all other yoga writings I have encountered." - KG "A growing inquiry
in stillness has taken me to new levels." - CL "Especially useful for stabilizing my kundalini awakening." - SR "The tantra techniques bring
great pleasure into our lives." - ZA "This approach includes a deep tolerance of other paths." - AN "Thank you for being the one who said:
The guru is in you!" - KK For more reader feedback, see the last section in the book.
Everyone has a story. Ordinary Moments is Sadie's story. At seventy, she boarded a flight to Paris to rendezvous with the greatest love of her
life. Armed with her camera and her playlist, she settled in seat 3J for the ten-hour flight. As each song played, she began to reminisce about
the ordinary moments that led up to this one. She remembered the men she had loved, the heartbreaks she had survived, the women who
had been sources of strength, the places she had traveled, and how each had changed her forever. There had been joy, laughter, sorrow,
and love. She reflected on the paths she had traveled, grateful that in ten hours the heartbreaks would be forgotten and other loves would
dim in comparison once the 777 touched down where her perfect love was finally waiting in the City of Lights.
Angie and Margaret are best friends and inseparable. Both love the game of basketball. They share a dream of someday winning the State
Championship. But their dream turns into a nightmare when one of the girls is tragically struck by a car. This coming-of-age novel parallels
two lives: one girl maturing into a young woman and talented basketball player; the other, simply trying to hang onto her very life.Basketballs
and Babysteps explores the trials of growing into adulthood, the thrills of achievement and the pains of misfortune.
A generous supply of biblically guided materials for motivating, organizing, and training God's people in caring for others in a variety of
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situations. This manual provides leaders with clear guidelines for setting up church care ministries. CHRISTIANITY / PASTOR'S RESOURCE

????? NO.14?????? 10 Insider Secrets to Job Hunting Success — Everything You Need To Get The Job You Want in 24
Hours - or less ??????????????????????????????????????????? Copyright ? 2015 by Summaries.Com
None of us start out walking in life. We all begin with baby steps. It is one step and then two and so on. Many times we
expect new believers to start right out walking along in their newfound faith. But we were told by Jesus to make disciples,
and the word disciple means learner. In this devotional book, one will learn to take a step at a time. And at the end of
each week, they can gather with an older believer and others to share how they are doing. We are not designed to live
the Christian life alone, just as a baby is not designed to grow up alone. So let me encourage you to take these steps
with someone at your side until you can help someone else begin this journey.
A nonprofit's real-world survival guide and nitty-gritty how-to handbook This down-to-earth book shows how to hack
through the bewildering jungle of marketing options and miles-long to-do lists to clear a marketing path that's right for
your organization, no matter how understaffed or underfunded. You'll see how to shape a marketing program that starts
from where you are now and grows with your organization, using smart and savvy communications techniques, both
offline and online. Combining big-picture management and strategic decision-making with reader-friendly tips for
implementing a marketing program day in and day out, this book provides a simple yet powerful framework for building
support for your organization's mission and programs. Includes cost-effective strategies and proven tactics for nonprofits
An ideal resource for thriving during challenging times Fast, friendly, and realistic advice to help you navigate the day-byday demands of any nonprofit Written by one of the leading sources of how-to info and can-do inspiration for small and
medium-sized nonprofit organizations, Kivi Leroux Miller is,among other things, a communication consultant and trainer,
and president of EcoScribe Communications and Nonprofit Marketing Guide.com.
Do you keep repeating the same dysfunctional or even toxic relationship choices over and over? Do you want a better job
and more material abundance in your life, but it always seems meant for others and not you? Do you need to make a big
change in your life and can’t find the courage to do it? Have you pushed away the dreams and desires of your heart? Do
you think of yourself as a spiritual person, and would love to take that to a more powerful level? Power Up Your Woo
Woo will empower you for success in all of these and other key areas of your life in a fresh and unique way. Power Up
Your Woo Woo: 7 Steps to Personal Fulfillment, Empowerment, and Spiritual Healing gives you an easy, proven, and
trackable system to help you evolve to the best you with fast results. Whether you’ve never used Tarot or Oracle cards
before or are an experienced, even professional user and reader of the cards, you will benefit immensely from learning
and using the methods in Power Up Your Woo Woo. You will learn about 12 different woo-woo tools that will take Tarot
and Oracle card messages to a whole new level. You will also learn how to: ? Connect easily with your source of Divine
Guidance to help you thrive even in life’s most challenging situations and relationships. ? Adjust your world view to one
of infinite possibilities, abundance, joy, compassion, and gratitude. ? Plug in to your power source for feeling more
inspired, creative, empowered, and authentically generous. ? Believe in your own intuition and see your own sixth-sense
gifts at work in your life. ? Learn the life lessons you came here to learn. Lessons will be repeated until you get it! This
informative and life-changing book will take you on a journey of self-discovery and personal transformation like no other.
You will discover a multi-sensory way to see yourself, others, and the world in a new, expanded way. You will get the
answers you want and need.
When retiree John Rollo woke up from spinal surgery on June 21, 2013, he'd had calcium build-up removed and titanium
rods inserted to stabilize his 6 foot 5 inch frame. The following morning he had a heart attack. On June 22, he was
transferred to Toronto General Hospital for triple bypass surgery. Only then did the true nightmare begin. Intubated and in
a drug-induced coma, blood being chemically controlled to support the vital organs, his feet were deprived of blood and
they died. The family was told he'd have to undergo amputation. On July 22, he was transferred back to Toronto Western
Hospital for treatment and rehab of his spinal surgery. By October, he was a bilateral below-the-knee amputee. Baby
Steps tells the story of a man who beat all the medical odds to live and walk again. It's full of optimism, warmth, great
love, and humour. It's also an honest exposé of a rehabilitation system that manages patients, attempting to care for
people, in an environment with virtually no mental health support in the form of clinical psychologists to assist people to
cope with such life-altering circumstances. Rollo's passionate belief is that this deficit needs to be addressed in order for
patients to survive, without succumbing to depression and instead able to move forward with optimism and hope. He
offers many valuable tips and strategies for coping with the physical and emotional challenges of life as an amputee, and
reminds us that love, faith and hope are key ingredients for surviving and thriving....
You’ve worked hard to gain the knowledge and skills needed for career success. Now, it’s time to build a great network
of people who’ll help you get where you want to go. Don’t know where to start? No problem. Not sure how to present
yourself? No problem. You’re shy, or an introvert? No problem. Whoever you are, Andrea Nierenberg and Michael
Faulkner will gently and patiently guide you through the whole networking process, one easy step at a time. You’ll find
simple advice, rules, steps, and “how to” techniques that’ll take you all the way from “breaking the ice” to “acing the
interview.” It’s all based on the experience of the world’s most successful networkers, combined with the latest research
about business and psychology. These techniques work. You can use them. You can do this! · What networking is, what
it isn’t, and why you need to do it Getting past the myths and misconceptions (networking is NOT using people!) · What
great networkers do--and how you can do it, too Easy lessons anyone can learn from the best · Networking for introverts:
there’s more than one way to do this Use the surprising networking advantages that come with introversion · Don’t just
post: Make the most of social networks LinkedIn, Facebook, and beyond: Extend your network, magnify your impact
Investing in an Uncertain Economy For Dummies provides investors with focused, individualized investment strategies
that enable them to conquer indecision and protect and strengthen their current financial holdings. With advice from 200
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top independent financial advisors, empowered readers can make effective asset allocation decisions in the face of
volatile markets.
In this book, Bishop Annie has shared in depth about victorious leadership from her forty years experience in leadership:
• Leadership is all about relationships • Who are mature leaders • Mature leaders are possibility thinkers and positive
leaders • Mature leadership is the capacity and will to rally people to a common purpose, and the character which
inspires confidence in them • Mature leadership is leaving footprints which can be easily traced • It’s building a
foundation with focus and tenacity that the next generation will build on and make sure the vision mission you have will
not die • Leadership sickness • Prescription for leadership sickness • Leaders bounce back
"Have you given up on yourself, peace, trust or faith?" I had. I had been living a life of quiet desperation, depression, and destruction. Due to
my self sabotaging ways my marriage had ended. Many times, my reputation as a successful writer and speaker felt like a lie. I had
succumbed to self-destructive behaviour until I found and applied the antidote. I write this book, dear reader, to serve another who is feeling
as I felt. This book is an offering with my love and absolute sincere compassion. I know how deeply it can hurt and how liberating (and
beautiful) it can feel when you can heal yourself and serve others. This is not a book about what you should do. It is a book about loving your
own life, being authentic and joyful. It is about moving from surviving towards 'striving and thriving'. Compassion truly is the antidote to
depression, desperation and destruction.
This is the first full-length study devoted to the art of A.R. Gurney, a major contemporary American playwright who has written over thirty
plays, including Love Letters. This volume brings together original interviews with Gurney and four actors and a director who have worked
closely with him, as well as essays by leading theater scholars on the range of Gurney's work.
This work presents the idea that, since God made individuals, He has a body intended just for each person. Jantz provides specific tips for
health and wellness to regain the level of health and vitality He planned.
This is an essential resource for any dietetics professional considering a switch to private practice, consulting, writing, or speaking. This book
discusses what it takes to go solo, how to structure your business, money management essentials, office space tips, how to use technology
to rev up your practice, marketing ideas that will get you noticed, and more.
Offers advice on all phases of the career change process, including tips on discovering natural talents, identifying career passions, and
creating a "new-you" resume.
Laying out a three-step plan for starting a new business, which is a transformational experience, this powerful foundation for generating
change presents creative methods of entrepreneurial thinking and problem solving to achieve objectives.
Conscious business owners and entrepreneurs must be highly skilled at selling their ideas, products and services. This book demystifies the
sales process and shows that sharing our vision, expressing our mission and standing for what are possible are all acts of selling.
There’s lots of help out there for kids with ADHD, but getting it isn’t always easy. Where can you turn when you’ve mastered the basics and
“doing everything right” isn’t enough--the insurer denies your claims, parent-teacher meetings get tense, or those motivating star charts no
longer encourage good behavior? Dr. Peter Jensen has spent years generating ways to make the healthcare and education systems
work--as the father of a son with ADHD and as a scientific expert and dedicated parent advocate. No one knows more about managing the
complexities of the disorder and the daily hurdles it raises. Now Dr. Jensen pools his own experiences with those of over 80 other parents to
help you troubleshoot the system without reinventing the wheel. From breaking through bureaucratic bottlenecks at school to advocating for
your child’s healthcare needs, this straightforward, compassionate guide is exactly the resource you’ve been looking for.
This is your daily and weekly life journal for both you and your baby. Included in this journal, are approximately 90 days for you to record the
daily notes about your baby. It is a simple way to document the changes in their lives. It is also a great tool to take with you to your well-baby
appointments and share with your doctor. In addition, there are approximately 12 weekly reflection journal pages - created for you to stop and
review the week, set goals for the next, and to take time to be real about taking care of yourself as well. When you have to write it down, you
are much more likely to follow through.Also included is a generic milestones page, because your baby is unique and special. A generic
appointment log is also included so you have a record of all past and future visits to the doctor. We hope you love and cherish every moment
of this adventure we call being a parent. Thank you for using Baby Steps to record your memories, feedings, diapers, milestones, and
anything else that happens over the next three months of life. This is just the first three months. More to come.
Phillip Carson, Indiana born and raised, is faced with the decision of moving to California in early adolescence for the sake of his mother's
health. He follows his parents to the Los Angeles area, where the adventure of his life begins. There he meets Susan Giles, a light in his life
during the more innocent time of high school. They become an item, and she returns to his life post-college when he is dealing with three
adversaries and his own internal struggles. During the eleventh grade, Phillip also meets retired fireman William Jones. William became a
positive influence in other people's lives after suffering a huge loss and trying to make the right decisions going forward. He commits his
retirement years to reaching out to inner-city juveniles and later becomes a good friend to Phillip. Phillip learns from William and must later
grow in his own faith to complete the challenges set before him. This is a story of the shadows of strife being overcome, and virtue left
standing.
Learn from Paul Klein and an array of art world experts as they explain what museum curators are looking for in contemporary artists, how
galleries select their artists, how to sell to corporate art consultants, how to promote your art, how to price your art appropriately, and many
other subjects that will transform your career. The Art Rules is a practical, operational guide for visual artists that demystifies the art world and
will enable you to find success on your own terms. Filling a major void, The Art Rules gives you the tools you need to realize your potential as
a professional artist. Klein shows success is not particularly complicated, but it is rarely taught, shared, or demonstrated for the visual artist.
This book does precisely that.
A companion volume to The 7 Habits of Highly Effective Teens offers teens practical ways to cope with such important issues as peers,
parents, relationships, school choices, and the future, while helping them make important choices and improve self-image through a series of
hands-on exercises. Original. 75,000 first printing.
Assignment Whisper challenges and motivates its reader to volunteer and contribute to their community. By participating in the daily
opportunities, every one who picks up this book will feel empowered and connected to the people around them as well as to the world in
general. As our nation struggles with financial issues, giving to others and helping neighbors takes on greater importance. Let Assignment
Whisper show you how you can impact your world. President Obama encouraged Americans to become invovled in their communities, both
through his words as well as through his actions during the inauguration festivities. This book will direct you to the opportunity best suited for
your talents to follow the lead of our nation's new President.
Auditions Undressed will help any music theatre singer, actor or dancer take better and more confidant auditions! It offers artists both
practical and psychological strategies to help combat the stress and strains of auditions coming from one of London's top professionals who
has sat thousands of auditions throughout his long West End career. Laid out in sixty concise chapters, each chapter addresses individual
aspects in the art of preparing for and taking those critically important auditions. Inspirational, intuitive, and potent, this book will help every
actor step into the challenge of their next audition with confidence and knowledge!
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UNLOCK THE DIARY TOGETHER. After unlocking a secret diary there is only one thing to do...read it with your friends. With the help of
pointed questions, pertinent group games, and purposeful sharing scenarios, this Companion Guide will turn A Secret Diary Unlocked into a
group-changing experience. Self-motivated girls, older sisters, youth leaders, and moms should take this book and dig deeper to find where
Suzy's diary ends and where theirs begins... FRIENDS. GUYS. MOM. GOD? God wants to be first in our lives--whether we are thirteen,
twenty, or forty years old, and regardless of our boyfriend status. He comes first.
At age twenty-six, author Michelle L. Whitlock thought she had it all: her health, a promising career, and a budding new romance. Then she
learned that she had HPV, and weeks later her worst nightmare became her reality: she was diagnosed with invasive cervical cancer.
Adamant to preserve her fertility, she refused a radical hysterectomy and chose a less extreme, fertility-saving procedure. The surgery was a
success, but just years later—a week after the love of her life proposed—Michelle discovered her cancer was back. In this memoir, Michelle
narrates her journey through and beyond cancer. She took charge of her health care by carefully choosing doctors and her treatment options.
In just eight short weeks, she planned a destination wedding, harvested eggs, and with her fiancé, created embryos—their “maybe babies.”
She got married and ten days later underwent a radical hysterectomy, followed by chemotherapy and radiation. At twenty-nine, Michelle
found herself with a new normal, which included menopause, hot flashes, a shortened vagina, and lack of sexual desire. She opens the door
to her most intimate moments, frankly sharing how she worked to regain her sex life and providing other women in this situation a roadmap to
do the same. This is one woman’s story of falling in love, battling HPV and cervical cancer, facing sexual dysfunction and infertility, and
becoming her own best advocate. Inspirational, educational and honest, How I Lost My Uterus and Found My Voice tells the emotional story
of love and loss, resilience and survival, empowerment and hope for the future. So if you have a vagina or love someone with a vagina, this
book is for you! "Michelle Whitlock takes readers through a journey of loss and love and ends up giving a blueprint on how to make a
comeback. How I Lost My Uterus and Found My Voice will make you laugh and cry and leave you wanting more. There will be no pages left
unturned in this deeply personal memoir. This book isn’t just for those who have survived cancer—it’s for the masses. How I Lost My Uterus
and Found My Voice is a thrilling look at life." —Tamika Felder, founder of Cervivor.org

This book is a self-improvement guide to assisting you in getting you the desire, the nerve, and the willingness to change your life
and get what you really want out of it STARTING TODAY. I myself have been on a quest for knowledge studying various industries
and motivational speakers. I always felt that if I learned just one new thing from what ever I studied, listened to, or read, it was
worth it. Well, this book is a compilation of various things I have learned in life. Do you think some guys who may be considered
NERDS in life have beautiful ladies on their arms? Why does that guy you know have that successful business that you know you
can run? Really, they are not better or more qualified than you. They have just worked towards it. I am here to help you work
towards your dreams and goals in hopes that some day we may meet up and party together with a plethora of beautiful ladies
surrounding us. (Warning this book does contain profanity & explicit content based on some events in my past )
Offers guidance on how to integrate evidence-based practices (EBP) for substance abuse treatment (SAT) into clinical practice. It
suggests efficient solutions for implementing change based on proven methods. It explains how to assess an organization¿s
capacity to identify priorities, implement changes, evaluate progress, and sustain effective programs over the long run. This
publication will be of use for any treatment program or agency implementing change or EBP. Over the past two decades, EBP for
SAT have shifted dramatically from 28-day, 12-Step-based programs to individualized treatment that addresses a client¿s multiple
needs. Providers now implement increasingly specialized interventions, incl. pharmacotherapy, with fewer resources. Illus.
Baby StepsCaren Crane
Over 3 million copies sold. Over 800 positive reviews. Adapted from the New York Times bestseller The 7 Habits of Highly
Effective People, The 7 Habits of Highly Effective Teens is the ultimate teenage success guide—now updated for the digital age.
Imagine you had a roadmap—a step-by-step guide to help you get from where you are now, to where you want to be in the future.
Your goals, your dreams, your plans…they’re all within reach. You just need the tools to help you get there. That’s what Sean
Covey’s landmark book, The 7 Habits of Highly Effective Teens, has been to millions of teens: a handbook to self-esteem and
success. Now updated for the digital age, this classic book applies the timeless principles of 7 Habits to the tough issues and lifechanging decisions teens face. Covey provides a simple approach to help teens improve self-image, build friendships, resist peer
pressure, achieve their goals, and appreciate their parents, as well as tackle the new challenges of our time, like cyberbullying and
social media. In addition, this book is stuffed with cartoons, clever ideas, great quotes, and incredible stories about real teens from
all over the world. Endorsed by high-achievers such as former 49ers quarterback Steve Young and 28-time Olympic medalist
Michael Phelps, The 7 Habits of Highly Effective Teens has become the last word on surviving and thriving as a teen.
Ellis' BECOMING A MASTER STUDENT, 17th Edition, helps you make the career connection. As you begin your college
experience, this proven resource can be your step-by-step guide to setting new goals, embracing a new culture and learning the
best tools to successfully bridge the gap between college and career. Tools like Career Connection, Practicing Critical Thinking
and the Discovery and Intention Journal System will give you a deeper knowledge of yourself and your power to be successful in
college and beyond. The 17th edition has been thoroughly updated with the latest facts and examples, emphasizes health and
wellness throughout and incorporates the APA's bias-free and inclusive language recommendations. New chapters on Career and
Relationships guide first-year students through strategies to gain career readiness and flourish personally and academically.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook
version.
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